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Patriot Period and over 40 clubs and activities for students to particpate in.

I suggest hiring more nurses and paying nurses a higher salary.

― ANONYMOUS

There were presentations made in Patriot Period to identify clubs that are available for
students. This can be made available to parents/caregivers so they see the opportunities
available. ― ANONYMOUS

quarterly town hall
How can we publish the supports that BHS does have so that
the community and parents can be more aware? More face
to face community groups, posters, PR etc.
Town hall meetings

― ANONYMOUS

I'd like to see a social worker that students can speak with
via phone in (not needing to be face to face)
To offer more privacy to student

― ANONYMOUS

Support Service Info
Many parents and students are unaware of the supports available for mental health
services at the school.
Is there is list of the continuum of services available for students in school dealing with
a crisis situation or for parents struggling with their child's behavior at school or at
home?

There are online versions of therapy now- with the minimal number of social workers
and the private nature of students, would this be a way to provide students an alternate
safe space to talk?
Is there a suggested ratio of social workers and psychologists to students?

Is there any way that we can find patterns or understand
root causes of conflicts, fighting, violence in order to learn
from it and develop programs to assist?
Is there any way that we can make every student feel like
they are part of a smaller group, in order to help them feel
more connected to the school? A smaller cohort that they
can turn to?

Hello Everyone!
Are there services for LGBTQ students? Support groups?
The GSA club does meet at least 1 time a month and has guest speakers also come in.
― ANONYMOUS
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